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Abstract—Hyperspectral (HS) imaging has been widely used in various real application problems. However, due to the hardware limitations, the obtained HS images usually have low spatial resolution, which could obviously degrade their performance. Through fusing a low spatial resolution HS image with a high spatial resolution auxiliary image (e.g., multispectral, RGB or panchromatic image), the so-called HS image fusion has underpinned much of recent progress in enhancing the spatial resolution of HS image. Nonetheless, a corresponding well registered auxiliary image cannot always be available in some real situations. To remedy this issue, we propose in this paper a newly single HS image super-resolution method based on a novel knowledge-driven deep unrolling technique. Precisely, we first propose a maximum a posterior based energy model with implicit priors, which can be solved by alternating optimization to determine an elementary iteration mechanism. We then unroll such iteration mechanism with an ingenious Transformer embedded convolutional recurrent neural network in which two structural designs are integrated. That is, the vision Transformer and 3D convolution learn the implicit spatial-spectral priors, and the recurrent hidden connections over iterations model the recurrence of the iterative reconstruction stages. Thus, an effective knowledge-driven, end-to-end and data-dependent HS image super-resolution framework can be successfully attained. Extensive experiments on three HS image datasets demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method over several state-of-the-art HS image super-resolution methods.

Index Terms—Hyperspectral (HS) image, super-resolution (SR), deep unrolling, convolutional recurrent neural network (CRNN), spatial-spectral priors.

I. INTRODUCTION

HYPERSPECTRAL sensors can simultaneously acquire images of one scene in tens to hundreds of contiguous and narrow spectral bands of the electromagnetic spectrum. As a consequence, compared with the natural image which has only three bands with red, green and blue, or the multispectral (MS) image which has several bands, the HS image provides abundant and detailed spectral information regarding the physical nature of different materials presented in the scene. Benefiting from this property, HS images have been extensively exploited in a wide spread of relevant applications, including object detection [1], military [2], tracking [3], land surface classification [4] and monitoring [5]. Unfortunately, due to the hardware limitations, the very high spectral resolution of HS image is at the expense of the severe limitations in its spatial resolution. Actually, because of the dense spectral bands in the HS imaging systems, the average amount of photons reached a narrow spectral window is quite limited, and thus lots of exposures are usually necessary to ensure sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which usually leads to the sacrifice of spatial resolution [6]. The resulting poor spatial resolution may degrade the performances to some extent in a number of applications. To alleviate this issue, the task of spatial resolution enhancement for HS imaging has received much attention and several related studies have been conducted in the past few years [7]. It is worth mentioning that as a straightforward way, simply increasing the spatial resolution of HS sensors usually cannot hit the mark. Therefore, aiming to convert a low spatial resolution HS image to a high resolution one by postprocessing, HS image super-resolution is a software manner without modifying any hardware and thus provides a better alternative to the former.

On the basis of the different input sources, there are mainly two kinds of methods to implement the spatial enhancement of HS images, i.e., fusion based HS image super-resolution method and single HS image super-resolution method. The former is to improve the spatial resolution of a low spatial resolution HS image by merging it with a high spatial resolution and low spectral resolution auxiliary image of the same scene [8]. The panchromatic image is a class of frequently-used auxiliary image which is usually fused with the corresponding low resolution MS image to enhance its resolution, and this procedure is called pan-sharpening [9]. Conventional pan-sharpening methods can be roughly divided into three categories, i.e., sparse representation (SR) [10], component substitution (CS) [11] and multiresolution analysis (MRA) [12]. Except for the conventional model based approaches, deep learning based methods have also been introduced to pan-sharpening in recent years and achieved impressive performance [13], [14]. Although achieving higher spatial resolution HS images, the results produced by pan-sharpening methods often suffer from serious spectral distortion due to the lackness of spectral information in the corresponding panchromatic images. To address this problem, auxiliary images with more spectral information are necessary.
Compared with the panchromatic image which records wavelengths in only one band, the MS image with several bands contains more spectral information, and thus usually provides a better alternative. This so-called HS and MS image fusion is to fuse the low resolution HS image with a high resolution MS image of the same scene to enhance the spatial resolution of the former. Different from the aforementioned pan-sharpening technique, the high spatial resolution HS image generated by HS and MS image fusion can often enhance the image detail while maintaining excellent spectral information. As such, a great number of interesting works have devoted to the task of HS and MS image fusion. See, e.g., [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], among others.

Despite the proven efficacy of fusion based HS image super-resolution method, a well registered high spatial resolution auxiliary image is necessary for this kind of method. However, such an assumption is difficult to conform with in practice [23]. Hence, it is worthwhile exploring to directly improve the spatial resolution of the input low resolution HS image without using any auxiliary information. This line of research is often termed as single HS image super-resolution. In general, the existing single HS image super-resolution methods can be roughly divided into two categories, i.e., knowledge-driven model optimization and data-driven deep learning approaches. The former usually considers the low resolution HS image as the prior knowledge of the high resolution one, and thus builds the reconstruction model by using some regularizers to exploit the prior knowledge. For example, [24] considered the Total Variation (TV) regularization term and [25] used a spatial sparsity term and a local spectral similarity preserving term as the regularization term.

In the past decade, due to the advent of the large-scale image databases and the inexorable growth of computing power, deep learning based approaches have shown great superiority to the conventional knowledge-driven methods in many computer vision tasks [26], [27], especially image super-resolution task [28], [29]. Most of the existing deep learning based methods are originally designed for conventional gray-scale or RGB images, e.g., the super-resolution convolutional neural network (SRCNN) [30], the super-resolution generative adversarial network (SRGAN) [31], deep recursive residual network (DRRN) [32], among numerous others. Basically, these deep learning based methods can be directly employed to enhance the spatial resolution of HS images in a band-by-band manner. However, due to being failed to exploit the inherent structure, especially the spectral correlation, underlying the HS images, those extensions often suffer from severe spectral distortion, and thus degrade the reconstruction performance. To address this problem, a lot of efforts have been made in the recent years, leading to many new approaches aiming specially at the single HS image super-resolution task [33], [34], [35].

The aforementioned two categories of single HS image super-resolution methods, i.e., knowledge-driven model optimization and data-driven deep learning approaches, have their own intrinsic limitations. For the former, some reasonable prior knowledge about the targeted high resolution HS image is necessary, and the fit between the prior knowledge and the groundtruth directly determines the reconstruction performance. Unfortunately, such prior knowledge accurately describing the inherent structure of the targeted HS image is not easy to exploit in a concise mathematical language. For the latter, the deep structure is usually designed heuristically as a mapping between the low resolution HS image and the corresponding high resolution one. This procedure could abandon the domain knowledge, resulting in the lack of consideration of problem characteristics.

To inherit the advantages and meanwhile avoid the defects of the both methodologies, we shall combine the knowledge driven model optimization and the data-driven deep learning methods and propose a novel knowledge-driven deep unrolling framework for the single HS image super-resolution task. To avoid the perplexing prior knowledge exploiting, we consider a maximum a posteriori (MAP) based energy model with implicit priors to be learned from training data. Experiments show that the learning-based priors are capable of describing the characteristics of the targeted data more accurately compared to the conventional artificially designed ones. Then an alternating optimization based iterative algorithm is developed to solve the resulting model, giving rise to an elementary iteration mechanism. This iteration mechanism is then unrolled with an ingenious Transformer embedded convolutional recurrent neural network which is a combination of two structures: (1) vision Transformer and 3D convolution are employed to learn the implicit spatial-spectral priors; (2) recurrent hidden connections over iterations are exploited to model the recurrence of the iterative reconstruction stages. As a consequence, we get an effective knowledge-driven, end-to-end and data-dependent HS image super-resolution framework, in which the entire feed-forward structure is actually guided by the model rather than heuristically designed as done in other deep learning based methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related work. The proposed knowledge-driven deep unrolling framework is introduced in Section III. Extensive experimental results on three image datasets are presented in Section IV. And some concluding remarks are drawn in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly review some existing methods most relevant to our work, including model optimization and deep learning based HS image super-resolution method, deep unrolling strategy and vision Transformer.

A. Model Optimization based HS image super-resolution

Model optimization based methods for HS image super-resolution usually consider the low resolution image as the prior knowledge of the low resolution one, and regularize the solution space using prior assumptions. An early representative work is [36] in which the hyperspectral observations from different wavelengths are represented as weighted linear combinations of a small number of basis image planes, and then the spectrum of the observed scene is reconstructed by fusing information from multiple observations and spectral bands. In [37], Huang et al. propose a super-resolution approach
with unknown blurring by imposing the low-rank model with predefined spectral subspace and group sparse model to utilize the shared spatial structure across all spectral bands. Xu et al. [38] employ a joint spectral-spatial sub-pixel mapping model to obtain the probabilities of sub-pixels belonging to different land cover classes and further generate the resolution enhanced image. He et al. [39] employ the tensor nuclear norm and 3D total variation to characterize the global spatial-and-spectral correlation and local smoothness of the targeted image, respectively. In [40], Wang et al. propose a tensor based approach to exploit the three intrinsic characteristics of HS image, i.e., the global correlation across spectral domain, the nonlocal self-similarity across spatial domain, and the local smooth structure across both spatial and spectral domains, and achieve superior reconstruction performance. A MAP based approach is proposed in [41] which converts the ill-posed reconstruction problem in the spectral domain to a quadratic optimization problem in the abundance map domain. In addition, sparse representations and dictionary learning based approaches are widely employed in this field [37], [42].

B. Deep Learning based HS image super-resolution

Deep learning based approaches for HS image super-resolution have been widely studied in the recent few years. In [43], deep convolutional neural network is firstly introduced into single HS image super-resolution problem, which transfer the learned mapping between low and high resolution images from RGB image domain to HS image domain. Taking that HS image contains abundant and detailed spectral information in consideration, Mei et al. [33] first introduce 3D convolution to simultaneously exploit the spatial context of neighboring pixels and spectral correlation of neighboring bands in HS images, resulting in a three-dimensional full convolutional neural network (3DFCNN). The regular 3D convolution used in [33] leads to a significant increase in network parameters. To address this issue, Wang et al. [44] propose a spectral-spatial residual network (SSRNet) employing spatial and temporal separable 3D convolution to effectively explore spatial-spectral information and meanwhile reduce unaffordable memory usage. Li et al. [45] propose a mixed convolutional network (MCNet) to extract the potential features by 2D/3D convolution instead of one convolution. A similar thought exploring the relationship between 2D/3D convolution (ERCSR) is proposed in [34]. Inspired by the high similarity among adjacent bands, in [46] Wang et al. designs a dual-channel network through 2D and 3D convolution to jointly exploit the information from both single band and adjacent bands. To fully exploit the spatial and spectral prior of HS image, Jiang et al. [47] design a spatial-spectral block consisting of a spatial residual module and a spectral attention residual module, and further propose a group convolution and progressive upsampling framework for the stable network training.

C. Deep Unrolling Strategy

Deep unrolling strategy has attracted widespread attention in the last few years owing to its ability to provide a concrete and systematic connection between iterative algorithms and deep neural networks[48]. A typical deep unrolling process includes building the optimization model, constructing an iterative solving algorithm, embedding learnable modules (usually neural networks) in this iterative algorithm, and finally developing an potentially efficient, high-performance and yet interpretable network architecture [49], [50]. LISTA [51] is the first deep unrolling based framework which unfolds the iterative shrinkage thresholding algorithm to a non-linear, feed-forward predictor for sparse coding. From then on, deep unrolling strategy has been flourishing and exploited in many applications, including background foreground separation [49], video reconstruction [50] and low-light image enhancement [52]. Meanwhile, there have been some relevant studies in the HS image reconstruction field, especially the multispectral and hyperspectral image fusion (MS/HS fusion) task[53], [54]. In [53], Xie et al. construct an MS/HS fusion model merging the generalization models of low resolution images and the low-rankness prior knowledge into a concise formulation, and then unfold the proximal gradient algorithm for solving the proposed model to design the network architecture. Dong et al. [54] propose an iterative MS/HS fusion algorithm based on a deep HS image denoiser to leverage both domain knowledge likelihood and deep image prior. Except for the MS/HS fusion, Huang et al. [55] propose an Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) estimation framework using learned Gaussian Scale Mixture (GSM) prior for the coded aperture snapshot spectral imaging (CASSI) reconstruction task, and Ma et al. [56] unfold the iterative process of an alternative direction multiplier method (ADMM) algorithm into a multistage network for the spatiotemporal image super-resolution (SSSR) task, i.e., joint spatial and spectral super-resolution. As far as we know, there has been no deep unrolling based approach aiming specially at the single HS image super-resolution task, although [56] can be transferred to handle this problem.

D. Vision Transformer

Transformer is originally proposed by Vaswani et al. [57] for natural language processing (NLP). Due to its impressive performance, Transformer is further used in vision problems as an alternative to CNN, including objection detection [58], segmentation [59] and image classification [60]. In the vision problem, Transformer learns to attend to important image regions by exploring the global interactions between different regions, and thus shows promising performance. Chen et al. [61] propose a backbone model IPT for image restoration based on the standard Transformer. However, IPT relies on a huge amount of parameters and calculations, and thus is difficult to train and applied in large size images. To address this, Liu et al. [62] proposed a hierarchical Transformer named Swin Transformer whose representation is computed with Shifted windows. Owing to its shifted windowing scheme, Swin Transformer can both model long-range dependency like standard Transformer and process high resolution images like CNN. Following [62], Liang et al. [63] propose SwinIR for image restoration based on the Swin Transformer, which achieves state-of-the-art performance in various image reconstruction tasks.
III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Throughout this paper, the high resolution HS image to be reconstructed is denoted as a third-order tensor \( \mathcal{X} \in \mathbb{R}^{W \times H \times S} \) for the subsequent unrolling procedure, where \( W \), \( H \) and \( S \) are the dimensions of the width, height and spectral mode, respectively. Correspondingly, the low resolution HS image is denoted as \( \mathcal{Y} \in \mathbb{R}^{w \times h \times S} \), where \( w = \frac{1}{l_1}W \), \( h = \frac{1}{l_2}H \), \( l_1 \) and \( l_2 \) are the down-sampling factors in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. As for the HS image super-resolution problem, the low resolution image \( \mathcal{Y} \) is usually considered as the spatial degradation of the high resolution one, then in tensor form it can be written as [15], [16]

\[
\mathcal{Y} = \mathcal{X} \times_1 \mathbf{P}_1 \times_2 \mathbf{P}_2, \tag{1}
\]

where \( \mathbf{P}_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{W \times w} \) and \( \mathbf{P}_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times h} \) are the blurring and downsampling matrices along the width and height modes, respectively, and \( \times_n, n = 1, 2 \) denotes the mode-\( n \) product of a tensor by a matrix. Then we would like to reconstruct the \( \mathcal{X} \) as precisely as possible based on (1) with \( \mathbf{P}_1 \) and \( \mathbf{P}_2 \) unknown. Considering that \( \mathcal{X} \) and \( \mathcal{Y} \) can be unfolded along the third mode as \( \mathbf{X}(3) \in \mathbb{R}^{S \times (W \times H)} \) and \( \mathbf{Y}(3) \in \mathbb{R}^{S \times (w \times h)} \), thus \( \mathbf{Y}(3) \) can then be expressed as

\[
\mathbf{Y}(3) = \mathbf{X}(3) \mathbf{A}, \tag{2}
\]

where \( \mathbf{A} \in \mathbb{R}^{(W \times H) \times (w \times h)} \) denotes the degradation operator of blurring and downsampling corresponding to the \( \mathbf{P}_1 \) and \( \mathbf{P}_2 \). Noting that (1) implicitly demands that matrix \( \mathbf{A} \) can be decoupled with respect to the two spatial modes of \( \mathcal{X} \), thus

\[
\mathbf{A} = (\mathbf{P}_2 \otimes \mathbf{P}_1)^T. \tag{3}
\]

While such a separability assumption is not necessary in our method because that the spatial degradation operation, including blurring and downsampling, is uniformly expressed by a downsampling network consisting of 2D channel-wise convolutions and average pooling operators.

A. Model and Elementary Iteration Mechanism

Reconstructing the high resolution HS image \( \mathcal{X} \) from its degraded version \( \mathcal{Y} \) is obviously a highly ill-posed inverse problem, we thus make it well-posed by maximizing the posterior probability of \( \mathcal{X} \) based on MAP as follows:

\[
\mathcal{X} = \arg \max_{\mathcal{X}} P(\mathcal{X}|\mathcal{Y}) \propto P(\mathcal{Y}|\mathcal{X}) \cdot P(\mathcal{X}), \tag{4}
\]

where \( P(\mathcal{Y}|\mathcal{X}) \) is the conditional probability of the degraded version \( \mathcal{Y} \), and \( P(\mathcal{X}) \) denotes the prior probability of \( \mathcal{X} \). By performing a negative logarithmic transformation, (4) has the following equivalent form:

\[
\mathcal{X} = \arg \min_{\mathcal{X}} - \log P(\mathcal{Y}|\mathcal{X}) - \log P(\mathcal{X}), \tag{5}
\]

which can then be further reformulated as the energy function minimization problem below:

\[
\mathcal{X} = \arg \min_{\mathcal{X}} \frac{1}{2} \| \mathcal{Y} - \mathcal{X} \times_1 \mathbf{P}_1 \times_2 \mathbf{P}_2 \|_F^2 + \Phi(\mathcal{X}), \tag{6}
\]

where \( \| \cdot \|_F \) denotes the Frobenius norm, and \( \Phi(\mathcal{X}) \) represents the implicit regularization of \( \mathcal{X} \). We can see from (6) that the first item represents the fidelity of the model to ensure the data consistency, and meanwhile the second one stands for the implicit regularization term which describes the prior knowledge of \( \mathcal{X} \). Through reducing the solution space, the regularization term plays a key role in obtaining a satisfactory solution. There are many frequently-used regularization forms describing various inherent structures of the targeted data, such as the \( l_1 \) norm for the sparsity, the total variation (TV) for the smoothness, the nuclear norm for the correlation, etc. Although achieving decent performance, those artificially designed regularization forms are relatively rough and thus cannot fully exploit the prior knowledge. To address this problem, an implicit regularization term \( \Phi(\mathcal{X}) \) is employed in (6) to learn more accurate prior knowledge of \( \mathcal{X} \) from the training data, which will be achieved through the following deep unrolling framework.

The optimization problem (6) can be effectively solved by using the half quadratic splitting (HQS) technique [64] which apply a variable splitting technique to decouple the fidelity term and the regularization term. Introducing an auxiliary variable \( \mathcal{Z} \) constrained to be equal to \( \mathcal{X} \), (6) can be rewritten as

\[
\min_{\mathcal{X}, \mathcal{Z}} \frac{1}{2} \| \mathcal{Y} - \mathcal{X} \times_1 \mathbf{P}_1 \times_2 \mathbf{P}_2 \|_F^2 + \Phi(\mathcal{X}) + \frac{\eta}{2} \| \mathcal{Z} - \mathcal{X} \|_F^2, \tag{7}
\]

where \( \eta \) is the penalty parameter. Thus, it can be alternatively solved via the following iterative scheme:

\[
\mathcal{Z}^{(k)} = \arg \min_{\mathcal{Z}} \frac{1}{2} \| \mathcal{Y} - \mathcal{Z} \mathbf{P}_1 \times_2 \mathbf{P}_2 \|_F^2 + \frac{\eta}{2} \| \mathcal{Z} - \mathcal{X}^{(k-1)} \|_F^2, \tag{8}
\]

\[
\mathcal{X}^{(k)} = \arg \min_{\mathcal{X}} \frac{\eta}{2} \| \mathcal{Z}^{(k)} - \mathcal{X} \|_F^2 + \Phi(\mathcal{X}), \tag{9}
\]

where \( \mathcal{Z}^{(k)} \) and \( \mathcal{X}^{(k)} \) denotes the updated \( \mathcal{Z} \) and \( \mathcal{X} \) in the \( k \)-th iteration step, respectively. Equations (8) and (9) make up the elementary iteration mechanism which can then be unrolled with an ingenious deep neural network to achieve effective implicit prior knowledge learning.

B. Fidelity Layer

In our deep unrolling framework, (8) is considered as a layer with \( \mathcal{X}^{(k-1)} \) as its input and \( \mathcal{Z}^{(k)} \) as its output. This layer is called fidelity layer (FL) as the role it plays in the final deep neural network. To ensure end-to-end training, the fidelity layer should be able to do the back propagation of gradients. Unfortunately, different from the case where the equation has an analytical solution [65], [66], the back propagation of gradients is not an easy task in our fidelity layer due to the unknown \( \mathbf{P}_1 \) and \( \mathbf{P}_2 \). To figure out this problem, we solve (8) using a gradient decent based method, and then unfold it into a network-like structure where the unknown \( \mathbf{P}_1 \) and \( \mathbf{P}_2 \) are treated as the learning parameters.

Precisely, in the \( k \)-th iteration step, we need to solve the \( \mathcal{Z}^{(k)} \) with the obtained \( \mathcal{X}^{(k-1)} \). Taking \( \mathcal{X}^{(k-1)} \) as the initial point, we do a one-step gradient decent operation to update \( \mathcal{Z} \) as

\[
\mathcal{Z}^{(k)} = \mathcal{X}^{(k-1)} - \rho \nabla f(\mathcal{X}^{(k-1)}), \tag{10}
\]
The above operations. In equation (14), the mode-1 produce of $Z$ and then we can design a network to approximately perform it. To design our fidelity layer associated with the updating formula of $Z$, we first decompose (13) into the following four sequential parts:

$$
\mathcal{U}^{(k)} = \mathcal{X}^{(k-1)} \times_1 \mathbf{P}_1 \times_2 \mathbf{P}_2, \\
\mathcal{E}^{(k)} = \mathcal{U}^{(k)} - \mathcal{Y}, \\
\mathcal{D}^{(k)} = \rho \mathcal{E}^{(k)} \times_1 \mathbf{P}_1^T \times_2 \mathbf{P}_2^T, \\
\mathcal{Z}^{(k)} = \mathcal{X}^{(k-1)} - \mathcal{D}^{(k)},
$$

where $\rho$ is the step size, and $f(\cdot)$ is a function with the following form:

$$
f(Z) = \frac{1}{2} \| Y - Z \times_1 \mathbf{P}_1 \times_2 \mathbf{P}_2 \|^2_F + \frac{\eta}{2} \| Z - \mathcal{X}^{(k-1)} \|^2_F. \quad (11)
$$

It is easy to see that the gradient of $f(\cdot)$ is

$$
\nabla f(Z) = (Z \times_1 \mathbf{P}_1 \times_2 \mathbf{P}_2 - \mathcal{Y}) \times_1 \mathbf{P}_1^T \times_2 \mathbf{P}_2^T + \eta (Z - \mathcal{X}^{(k-1)}), \quad (12)
$$

where $(\cdot)^T$ denotes the transpose of the matrix. Plugging equation (12) into equation (10), we can easily get the following updating formula of $Z$:

$$
\mathcal{Z}^{(k)} = \mathcal{X}^{(k-1)} - \rho (\mathcal{X}^{(k-1)} \times_1 \mathbf{P}_1 \times_2 \mathbf{P}_2 - \mathcal{Y}) \times_1 \mathbf{P}_1^T \times_2 \mathbf{P}_2^T. \quad (13)
$$

To design our fidelity layer associated with the updating formula of $Z$, we first decompose (13) into the following four sequential parts:

$$
\mathcal{U}^{(k)} = \mathcal{X}^{(k-1)} \times_1 \mathbf{P}_1 \times_2 \mathbf{P}_2, \\
\mathcal{E}^{(k)} = \mathcal{U}^{(k)} - \mathcal{Y}, \\
\mathcal{D}^{(k)} = \rho \mathcal{E}^{(k)} \times_1 \mathbf{P}_1^T \times_2 \mathbf{P}_2^T, \\
\mathcal{Z}^{(k)} = \mathcal{X}^{(k-1)} - \mathcal{D}^{(k)},
$$

and then we can design a network to approximately perform the above operations. In equation (14), the mode-1 produce of $\mathcal{X}^{(k-1)}$ by matrix $\mathbf{P}_1$ and the mode-2 produce by $\mathbf{P}_2$ jointly denote the degradation operator of blurring and downsampling on $\mathcal{X}^{(k-1)}$, which can be equivalently represented by 2D convolution and pooling operators in network. And thus it can be performed in the fidelity layer by

$$
\mathcal{U}^{(k)} = \text{Dnet}_{\theta_d}(\mathcal{X}^{(k-1)}), \quad (18)
$$

where $\mathcal{U}^{(k)} \in \mathbb{R}^{w \times h \times S}$ is the degraded version of $\mathcal{X}^{(k-1)}$ after blurring and downsampling. $\text{Dnet}_{\theta_d}(\cdot)$ denotes the degradation network with $\theta_d$ as the learning parameters, which is composed of two parts, i.e., 2D channel-wise convolutions corresponding to the blurring operator, and average pooling corresponding to the downsampling operator. In equations (15) and (17), there are only tensor subtractions which can be calculated directly in the network. As for (16), the mode-1 produce of $\mathcal{E}^{(k)}$ by matrix $\mathbf{P}_1^T$ and the mode-2 produce by $\mathbf{P}_2^T$ jointly represent a spatial upsampling operator which transforms the spatially smaller tensor $\mathcal{E}^{(k)} \in \mathbb{R}^{w \times h \times S}$ to a spatially bigger one $\mathcal{D}^{(k)} \in \mathbb{R}^{w \times h \times S}$. This can be done by the 2D transposed convolution which is the transposition of the combination of convolution and downsampling operator, resulting in the corresponding operation in our fidelity layer below:

$$
\mathcal{D}^{(k)} = \text{Unet}_{\theta_u}(\mathcal{E}^{(k)}), \quad (19)
$$

where $\text{Unet}_{\theta_u}(\cdot)$ is the spatial upsampling network composed of 2D transposed convolutions, $\theta_u$ is the learning parameters, and the $\rho$ in (16) here is coupled into $\theta_u$. Therefore, the equations (18), (15), (19) and (17) are sequentially connected to make up the basic structure of our fidelity layer. In this way, the fidelity layer is able to effectively solve (8), and meanwhile successfully perform the back propagation of gradients.

\subsection*{C. Prior-Learning Layer}

After obtaining $\mathcal{Z}^{(k)}$ by solving (8), our next task is to solve the problem (9) which is actually the proximal operator of the prior $\Phi$. As mentioned before, instead of predetermining the explicit form of the regularization term $\Phi(\mathcal{X})$, we shall directly learn the prior knowledge from training data through an ingenious deep neural network to exploit the characteristics.
of $X$. And we use the prior-learning layer ($PL$) to denote the resulting network. Then it is easy to see that $PL$ should be a deep neural network with $Z(k)$ as its input and $X(k)$ as its output. Compared with directly learning a mapping from $Z(k)$ to $X(k)$, residual learning is a more effective way in dealing with the image reconstruction problems [67], [68]. With that, we utilize a residual network (ResNet) as the basic form of the prior-learning layer, that is,

$$X(k) = Z(k) + \text{Pnet}_{\theta_p}(Z(k)), \quad (20)$$

where $\text{Pnet}_{\theta_p}(\cdot)$ is the residual learning network with the learning parameters $\theta_p$.

It is obvious that the architecture of $\text{Pnet}_{\theta_p}(\cdot)$ plays an important role in fully exploiting the inherent structure of $X$, and thus should be carefully designed. After having an ingenious $\text{Pnet}_{\theta_p}(\cdot)$, we can get our knowledge-driven deep unrolling framework established as follows:

$$X(0) \xrightarrow{FL(1)} X(1) \xrightarrow{PL(1)} X(1) \xrightarrow{FL(2)} X(2) \xrightarrow{PL(2)} X(2) \ldots \xrightarrow{PL(K-1)} X(K-1) \xrightarrow{FL(K)} X(K) \xrightarrow{PL(K)} X(K), \quad (21)$$

where $FL(i)$ denotes the $i$-th fidelity layer, $PL(i)$ denotes the $i$-th prior-learning layer, and procedure (21) actually performs the iteration mechanism in equations (8) and (9) with totally $K$ iteration steps. Hereinafter, an iteration step in (21) is also called a reconstruction stage with the input as the obtained $X$ in the last stage and the output as the updated $X$ after the fidelity and prior-learning layer in the current stage.

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are usually used to learn the spatial information of the traditional images (e.g., gray-scale images and RGB images), and meanwhile vision Transformer has proven to be a promising alternative to CNNs due to its impressive advantage in modeling long-range dependency. In our framework we synthetically utilize vision Transformer and 2D convolution to achieve effective spatial feature extraction of HS image. HS image contains abundant spectral information, and exploiting its spectral correction can obviously help the image reconstruction and reduce the spectral distortion. In our framework we employ 3D convolution to learn the spectral information.

Except for the spatial and spectral information of the HS image $X(k)$ reconstructed in each stage $(k)$ of (21), there is a third category of contextual information can be learned for a better reconstruction, i.e., the recurrence of the iterative reconstruction stages. Actually, corresponding to an iterative optimization algorithm, the reconstruction process of $X(k)$ in each stage can be seen as a continuous sequence with stage $(k)$ increasing. Characterizing the continuity of the sequence is potentially helpful for the propagation of the contextual information learned at previous stages to the future ones to avoid redundant computation. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [69] are a type of neural networks constructed to extract contextual information from sequences, and thus have been extensively used in processing sequential data. With these concerns, we consider those $X(k)$ is reconstructed by the totally $K$ stages as a category of sequential data with length $K$, and then the recurrence of those stages can be naturally modeled by a RNN with recurrent hidden connections between $PLs$ in (21).

Taken together, we consider three categories of contextual information in (21), i.e., the spatial information and spectral correlation in HS images, as well as the recurrence of the iterative stages, and employing a Transformer embedded convolutional recurrent neural network (CRNN) [70], [71] as the basic architecture of the prior-learning layers to uniformly exploit them. We now detailedly describe the structure of our prior-learning layers.

Our prior-learning layers consist of three categories of components:

1. **Spatial unit (1S unit):** a vision Transformer unit. This unit only learn the spatial information.
2. **Spatial + Stage unit (2S unit):** a 2D convolutional recurrent unit with recurrent hidden connections across iterative stages. This unit jointly learn the spatial information and the recurrence of the iterative stages.
3. **Spatial + Stage + Spectral unit (3S unit):** a 3D convolutional recurrent unit with recurrent hidden connections over iterative stages. This unit jointly learn the spatial information, the spectral correlations and the recurrence of the iterative stages.

In every prior-learning layer $PL(k)$ in the $k$-th stage, the residual learning network $\text{Pnet}(\cdot)$ is composed of one 1S unit, one 2S unit and two 3S unit sequentially connected as follows:

$$Z(k) \xrightarrow{3S \text{unit}} \xrightarrow{1S \text{unit}} \xrightarrow{2S \text{unit}} \text{Pnet}(Z(k)) \quad (22)$$

then $X(k)$ can be easily calculated by $X(k) = Z(k) + \text{Pnet}(Z(k))$ as in (20). Hereinafter, we use $H_l(k)$ to denote the output feature maps of the $l$-th unit of $\text{Pnet}(\cdot)$ in the $k$-th stage. In the 3S unit, we adopt 3D convolution to extract the spatial and spectral features simultaneously, and meanwhile the recurrent hidden connections across stages are employed to achieve the information propagation learned in the last stage. The architecture of our 3S unit is shown in Fig. 1(b), where it is the $l$-th unit in the $k$-th stage with output $H_l(k)$. Considering that regular 3D convolution with $m \times m \times m$ filter can lead to a significant increase in parameters, we employ the separable 3D convolution (which splits the regular 3D filter $m \times m \times m$ into $1 \times m \times m$ and $m \times 1 \times 1$ to learn the spatial and spectral information respectively) as an alternative. It has been proven that the separable 3D convolution can achieve the same effect as the regular one with dramatically reduced memory usage and training time [44], [45], [34]. It can be seen that the 3S unit is designed as the weighted sum of two parts which apply separable 3D convolution respectively to two inputs, $H_{l-1}^{(k-1)}$ for the spatial and spectral feature extraction and $H_l^{(k-1)}$ for the information propagation across stages. We also adopt local residual connections in the second part to build a highway from $H_{l-1}^{(k-1)}$ to $H_l^{(k)}$ to facilitate information fusion and improve the optimization. We employ the weights
\[ H_1^{(k)} \text{[feature extraction]} = f_{s3dc}(\sigma(f_{s3dc}(H_1^{(k)}))), \]
\[ H_1^{(k)} \text{[information propagation]} = f_{s3dc}(H_1^{(k-1)}) + H_1^{(k-1)}, \]
\[ H_1^{(k)} = \alpha \cdot H_1^{(k)} \text{[feature extraction]} + \beta \cdot H_1^{(k)} \text{[information propagation]} \]

where \( \sigma(x) = \max(x, 0) \) denotes the rectifier linear unit (ReLU) active function. In our \( \text{Pnet}(\cdot) \) in (22), given the current \( Z^{(k)} \in \mathbb{R}^{W \times H \times S} \), we first apply a 3S unit to extract shallow spatial and spectral feature \( H_1^{(k)} \), and then a 1S unit is sequentially employed to further extract deep spatial feature \( H_2^{(k)} \). In this way, the whole network can more focus on the spatial exploration under the condition that the spectral information can be extracted. It is worth mentioning that in the network training process with batch size \( B \), the input of \( \text{Pnet}(\cdot) \) is of size \( B \times W \times H \times S \), and it should be permuted and reshaped into five dimensions \( B \times 1 \times S \times W \times H \) before performing 3D convolution. In that case, the size of feature maps \( H_1^{(k)} \) is \( B \times C \times S \times W \times H \), where \( C \) is the number of filters.

Swin Transformer [62] is a recently developed vision Transformer architecture and has shown great promise owing to its dual advantages in large-size image processing as CNN and long-range dependency modeling as Transformer. To effectively extract deep spatial feature from \( H_1^{(k)} \), we employ a Swin Transformer based structure in 1S unit. The architecture of our 1S unit is shown in Fig. 1(d), where it is the \( l \)-th unit in the \( k \)-th stage with output \( H_1^{(k)} \). We can see that 1S unit consists of three Consecutive Swin Transformer Blocks and a 2D convolutional layer, where the former extracts intermediate features and the latter further enhances its translational equivariance. As in Swin Transformer, we alternate the regular and shifted window partitioning strategy in Transformer layers to introduce cross-window connections while maintaining the efficient computation of non-overlapping windows. And for convenience, we denote two connected Swin Transformer layers with regular and shifted window partitioning respectively as a Consecutive Swin Transformer Block (CSTB), then a CSTB can be mathematically denoted as \( f_{CSTB}(\cdot) \) and computed as

\[ \mathcal{H}_1 = W-\text{MSA}(\mathcal{L}(\mathcal{H})) + \mathcal{H}, \]
\[ \mathcal{H}_2 = \text{MLP}(\mathcal{L}(\mathcal{H}_1)) + \mathcal{H}_1, \]
\[ \mathcal{H}_3 = \text{SW-MSA}(\mathcal{L}(\mathcal{H}_2)) + \mathcal{H}_2, \]
\[ f_{CSTB}(\mathcal{H}) = \text{MLP}(\mathcal{L}(\mathcal{H}_3)) + \mathcal{H}_3, \]

where \( \mathcal{H} \) denotes the input; W-MSA and SW-MSA denote regular and shifted window partitioning based multi-head self-attention module, respectively; MLP and LN denote 2-layer MLP with GELU nonlinearity module and LayerNorm layer, respectively. We use \( f_{2dc} \) to denote 2D convolution, then our 1S unit can be written as

\[ H_1^{(k)} = f_{2dc}(f_{CSTB}(f_{CSTB}(H_1^{(k)}))). \]

It is remarkable that in (22), the input of 1S unit is \( H_1^{(k)} \) with size \( B \times C \times S \times W \times H \), which should be reshaped in four dimensions to perform the Transformer and 2D convolution in 1S unit. In our framework we treat each band separately and integrate the channel \( B \) and \( S \) in \( H_1^{(k)} \) together, i.e., transform its size into \( B \times S \times C \times W \times H \) before feeding into 1S unit. Without causing any ambiguity, we still denote the input of 1S unit as \( H_1^{(k)} \).

At this point we extract shallow and deep features using 3S and 1S unit, respectively, and we then aggregate this two features to synthetically exploit the low and high frequency information. We achieve this point by sum operation and a 2S unit, see (22). Denote the features after summation as \( H_{\text{sum}}^{(k)} \) (in the case of (22), we have \( H_{\text{sum}}^{(k)} = H_1^{(k)} + H_2^{(k)} \)), then the architecture of \( 2S \) unit can be seen in Fig. 1(c). We can see that 2S unit has a similar structure to the 3S unit except for the 2D convolution. The employment of 2S unit brings two benefits. On one hand, compared with 3D convolution, the 2D convolution can effectively integrate the shallow and deep spatial features in \( H_{\text{sum}}^{(k)} \) to pay more attention to spatial resolution, and significantly reduce the number of parameters. On the other hand, the recurrent connection from \( H_1^{(k-1)} \) helps the information propagation across stages to avoid redundant computation. In (22), the feature maps after 2S unit is \( H_3^{(k)} \) with size \( B \times S \times C \times W \times H \). \( H_3^{(k)} \) is then reshaped and permuted back into size \( B \times C \times S \times W \times H \) and fed into a 3S unit to do the last fitting spatially and specially, and finally obtain the output \( \text{Pnet}(Z^{(k)}) \) with size \( B \times W \times H \times S \). It is worth noting that in this 3S unit the second separated 3D convolutions in both of the two parts have only one filter to produce a proper \( H_4^{(k)} \) of size \( B \times 1 \times S \times W \times H \), and then \( H_4^{(k)} \) can be easily squeezed and permuted to the size \( B \times W \times H \times S \), i.e., \( \text{Pnet}(Z^{(k)}) \).

Up to this point, we successfully construct an effective knowledge-driven, end-to-end and data-dependent HS image super-resolution framework based on deep unrolling technique and Transformer embedded convolutional recurrent neural network. We use Deep Unrolling based HS image Super-Resolution network (DUHSR) to denote the proposed framework. A concise illustration of its feed-forward structure is shown in Fig. 1. Next we will describe some details in the network training.

\[ D. \text{ Network Training} \]

Given the training data consisting of \( N \) low-high resolution HS image pairs \( \{(Y_1, X_1), (Y_2, X_2), \ldots, (Y_N, X_N)\} \), the training loss of our network (21) with \( K \) stages is defined as follows:

\[ L(\Theta) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \|\lambda_1\|_F X_i^K - \mathcal{X}_i^K \|_F^2 + \lambda_1 \|\lambda_1\|_F^1 \right) + \lambda_2 \sum_{k=1}^{K-1} \|\mathcal{X}_i^k - \mathcal{X}_i^k \|_F^2 + \lambda_3 \|\mathcal{X}_i^{K} \|_F^2 \right), \]
where \( \| \cdot \| \) denotes the \( \ell_1 \) norm, \( \lambda^{(K)} \) and \( \lambda^{(k)} \) are the final and per-stage outputs of the proposed network, \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2 \) and \( \lambda_3 \) are trade-off parameters, \( \Theta \) is the learning parameters. In our experiments we fix \( \lambda_1 = 1, \lambda_2 = 0.1, \lambda_3 = 0.01 \) and \( K = 5 \). He initialization [72] is used to initialize the learning parameters and Adam [73] is used as the optimizer.

### IV. EXPERIMENTS

#### A. Compared Methods and Performance Evaluation Measures

We shall compare the performance of our propose procedure with several state-of-the-art image super-resolution approaches, including three nature image super-resolution ones SRCNN (super-resolution convolutional neural network) [30], EDSR (enhanced deep residual networks) [74], SwinIR [63], a model optimization based HS image super-resolution one NLRTV [40], five deep learning based HS image super-resolution ones 3DFCNN (3d full convolutional neural networks) [33], MCNet (mixed convolutional network ) [45], ERCSR [34], SFCSR[46], SSPSR [47], and a spatiotemporal image super-resolution one US3RN [56]. We also use Bicubic interpolation as the baseline method. To evaluate the quality of reconstructed HS images from the spatial and spectral perspectives, we employ totally seven assessments, including root mean square error (RMSE), peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), structural similarity index (SSIM), spectral angle mapper (SAM), relative dimensionless global error in synthesis (ERGAS), universal image quality index (UIQI) and degree of distortion (DD). The smaller values of RMSE, SAM, ERGAS and DD and the higher values of PSNR, SSIM and UIQI mean the better reconstruction performance.

#### B. Experimental Data Sets

We employ totally three different public data sets of hyperspectral images, including CAVE [75], Harvard [76] and Pavia Center [77]. The CAVE data set contains totally 32 hyperspectral images of a wide variety of real-world materials and objects, where each image is of spatial size \( 512 \times 512 \) and acquired using 31 spectral bands ranging from 400nm to 700nm. In order to generate the low-high resolution image pairs, we take the original images with size \( 512 \times 512 \times 31 \) as the high resolution images (ground truth), and then spatially downsample them with factor = 2 and factor = 4 respectively to generate the corresponding low resolution images. The downsampling operation is implemented by averaging over the pixel blocks of size \( \text{factor} \times \text{factor} \) as done in [78], [79]. Then, we randomly select 20 images from the totally 32 ones and extract overlapped image patches of size \( 96 \times 96 \) from them for training, and thus the size of high resolution images of training samples is \( 96 \times 96 \times 31 \) and the corresponding low resolution images are of size \( 48 \times 48 \times 31 \) (factor = 2) or \( 24 \times 24 \times 31 \) (factor = 4). We use the remaining 12 images as the test samples with high resolution images of \( 512 \times 512 \times 31 \) and the corresponding low resolution ones \( 256 \times 256 \times 31 \) (factor = 2) or \( 128 \times 128 \times 31 \) (factor = 4).

The Harvard data set consists of 50 hyperspectral images of real-world indoor and outdoor scenes under daylight illumination, each of which is of spatial size \( 1040 \times 1392 \) and captured using 31 spectral bands ranging from 420nm to 720nm. We randomly select 20 images from the Harvard data set for training, and the rest for testing. We process them in a similar way as done for the CAVE data set, giving the training data with high resolution images of size \( 96 \times 96 \times 31 \) and the corresponding low resolution images of size \( 48 \times 48 \times 31 \) (factor = 2) or \( 24 \times 24 \times 31 \) (factor = 4), and the test data with high resolution images of size \( 1040 \times 1392 \times 31 \) and the corresponding low resolution ones \( 520 \times 696 \times 31 \) (factor = 2) or \( 260 \times 348 \times 31 \) (factor = 4).

The Pavia Center data set is a real-world data acquired by the reflective optics system imaging spectrometer optical sensor during a flight campaign over Pavia, Italy. This image data is of size \( 1096 \times 715 \times 93 \) with a spatial resolution of 1.3m. We use the subgraph of size \( 256 \times 256 \times 93 \) in its upper left corner as the test image, and the rest for training. We process such training and test image data in a similar way to the previous two data sets, which gives the training data with high resolution images of size \( 96 \times 96 \times 93 \) and the corresponding low resolution images of size \( 48 \times 48 \times 93 \) (factor = 2) or \( 24 \times 24 \times 93 \) (factor = 4), and the test data with high resolution images of size \( 256 \times 256 \times 93 \) and the corresponding low resolution ones \( 128 \times 128 \times 93 \) (factor = 2) or \( 64 \times 64 \times 93 \) (factor = 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
<th>SSIM</th>
<th>SAM</th>
<th>ERGAS</th>
<th>UIQI</th>
<th>DD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRCNN</td>
<td>4.161</td>
<td>40.66</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>4.901</td>
<td>6.019</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>1.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDSR</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>43.085</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>4.331</td>
<td>4.892</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwinIR</td>
<td>1.861</td>
<td>43.665</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>3.683</td>
<td>4.633</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DFCNN</td>
<td>2.395</td>
<td>41.306</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>4.466</td>
<td>5.814</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>0.935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCNet</td>
<td>1.865</td>
<td>43.641</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>3.709</td>
<td>4.591</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>0.698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERCSR</td>
<td>1.798</td>
<td>44.001</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>3.615</td>
<td>4.457</td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>0.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSPSR</td>
<td>1.783</td>
<td>43.901</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>3.715</td>
<td>4.427</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>0.693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFCSR</td>
<td>1.798</td>
<td>44.030</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>3.698</td>
<td>4.451</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>0.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OURS</td>
<td>1.666</td>
<td>44.532</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>3.563</td>
<td>4.261</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>0.624</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
<th>SSIM</th>
<th>SAM</th>
<th>ERGAS</th>
<th>UIQI</th>
<th>DD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRCNN</td>
<td>5.023</td>
<td>34.942</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>5.885</td>
<td>5.808</td>
<td>0.776</td>
<td>2.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDSR</td>
<td>4.810</td>
<td>35.187</td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td>11.433</td>
<td>5.664</td>
<td>0.666</td>
<td>2.562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwinIR</td>
<td>4.058</td>
<td>37.034</td>
<td>0.961</td>
<td>4.888</td>
<td>4.744</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>1.471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DFCNN</td>
<td>4.619</td>
<td>35.769</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>5.452</td>
<td>5.320</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>1.826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCNet</td>
<td>4.044</td>
<td>37.039</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>4.694</td>
<td>4.661</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>1.482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERCSR</td>
<td>3.936</td>
<td>37.316</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>4.622</td>
<td>4.612</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>1.402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSPSR</td>
<td>3.786</td>
<td>37.579</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>4.650</td>
<td>4.381</td>
<td>0.810</td>
<td>1.421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFCSR</td>
<td>3.907</td>
<td>37.424</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>4.604</td>
<td>4.583</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>1.396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OURS</td>
<td>3.655</td>
<td>37.902</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td>4.575</td>
<td>4.381</td>
<td>0.811</td>
<td>1.312</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C. Comparisons With State-of-the-Arts

In this subsection, we compare the reconstruction results of the aforementioned methods. Table I lists the average RMSE, PSNR, SSIM, SAM, ERGAS, UIQI and DD values over the 12 testing images of the CAVE data set recovered by those compared methods, where the best results are marked in bold. As we can see from Table I, our method performs better among all the compared methods in terms of the seven assessments, which shows its superiority over the other ones. More precisely, the simple interpolation method, Bicubic, yields quite poor result, while SRCNN achieves significantly better performance through the employment of convolutional neural network, and furthermore, by introducing 3d convolutional structures, 3DFCNN has further improved the reconstruction result of SRCNN from both spatial and spectral perspectives. EDSR achieves better spatial reconstruction result through deeper network structures and larger number of parameters, and further, SwinIR greatly surpasses EDSR owing to the advantage of vision Transformer to model long-range dependency with the shifted window scheme. However, due to only considering spatial information and ignoring the underlying spectral correlations, the spectral fidelity of EDSR and SwinIR is not satisfactory. By simultaneously exploiting the spatial and spectral information of the HS images, the four recently developed single HS image super-resolution methods, MCNet, ERCR, SSPSR and SFCSR, achieve good reconstruction accuracy in spatial and spectral perspective. Meanwhile, we can see that the performance of US3RN is not very well, this is partially because that this method is specially designed for the combined task and thus cannot well handle the auxiliary simplex one.

Clearly, among all the compared methods, our method cannot only achieve the best spatial reconstruction accuracy, but also get significantly superior results to the competing methods in terms of SAM and DD that describe the spectral similarity between the recovered HS images and the ground-truth ones, which proves the superiority of our method in spectral information reconstruction and spectral distortion prevention. This owes a great deal to the knowledge driven deep unrolling framework learning the implicit priors and the convolutional recurrent neural network modeling the spectral corrections of the HS images. Furthermore, to compare the performance of those methods on each testing image, we demonstrate the PSNR, ERGAS, SSIM, UIQI, SAM and DD curves as functions of the indices of the 12 testing images in the supplementary material.

To further intuitively compare the performance of those compared methods, Fig. 2 shows the reconstructed images and corresponding error images of the test image ‘chart and stuffed toy’ for the case of $factor = 2$ and test image ‘clay’ for the case of $factor = 4$ in CAVE data set. It can be seen from this figure that our method obviously outperforms other competing methods in recovering the image details, which proves its effectiveness in the reconstruction of spatial information. Meanwhile, we show the spectral curves at two pixels in the reconstructed image of the test image ‘chart and stuffed toy’ for the case of $factor = 2$ and test image ‘clay’ for the case of $factor = 4$ in CAVE data set in Fig. 3, from which one can see our method effectively prevents spectral distortion, and thus better reconstruct the spectral information of the images.

Table II shows the quantitative results of the Harvard data set, from which one can see that the proposed method is superior to the competitors numerically. As done on the CAVE data set, we plot the assessment curves as functions of the indices of the 30 testing images in the supplementary material. We further show in Fig. 4 that the reconstructed images and corresponding error images of the test image ‘imgc9’ for the case of $factor = 2$ and test image ‘imgc4’ for the case of $factor = 4$, and meanwhile the spectral curves at two pixels in the reconstructed images of the above two test images are displayed in Fig. 5. It is easy to see from Figs. ??-5 that our method outperforms the competing one in recovering the spatial and spectral information.

The quantitative results of all the compared methods on the Pavia Center data set are also shown in Table III. In addition, we display the corresponding reconstructed and error images for the 91th and 80th bands of those methods in Fig. 6 for the intuitive comparison. And the spectral curves at two pixels in the reconstructed image are also shown in Fig. 7. It can be observed from Table III and Figs. 6-7 that the proposed knowledge-driven deep network get the best reconstruction results, both in terms of quantitative assessments and recovering image details.

\textbf{D. Model Complexity and Ablation Study}

We further compare the model complexity of the aforementioned methods from the aspect of computational time and the number of parameters, and explore the impact of unrolling...
stages $K$ on our model performance and the effectiveness of the various modules in our framework, including 3D convolution, vision Transformer and the recurrent hidden connections over iterative stages. We show the results in the supplementary material due to page limitations.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present an effective hyperspectral image super-resolution framework based on knowledge-driven deep unrolling and Transformer embedded convolutional recurrent neural network. We first build a maximum a posterior based energy model with implicit priors, and then solve it by alternating optimization to determine an elementary iteration mechanism. We unroll such iteration mechanism with an ingenious convolutional recurrent neural network where the implicit spatial-spectral priors and recurrence of the iterative reconstruction stages can be modeled and learned by 3D convolution, vision Transformer and the recurrent hidden connections across iterations. As a consequence, we successfully construct an effective knowledge-driven, end-to-end and data-dependent HS image super-resolution framework. Extensive experiments are conducted on three different data sets to demonstrate that the proposed framework can achieve smaller

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
<th>SSIM</th>
<th>SAM</th>
<th>ERGAS</th>
<th>UIQI</th>
<th>DD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bicubic</td>
<td>4.704</td>
<td>34.681</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>1.687</td>
<td>3.912</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>2.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRCNN</td>
<td>4.285</td>
<td>35.491</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>1.604</td>
<td>3.567</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>2.720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDSR</td>
<td>3.728</td>
<td>36.702</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>1.465</td>
<td>3.101</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>2.328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwinIR</td>
<td>3.418</td>
<td>37.455</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>1.399</td>
<td>2.846</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>2.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DFCNN</td>
<td>4.158</td>
<td>35.752</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>1.394</td>
<td>2.840</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>2.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECSR</td>
<td>3.616</td>
<td>36.965</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>1.435</td>
<td>3.007</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>2.162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSISR</td>
<td>3.539</td>
<td>37.154</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>1.449</td>
<td>2.945</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>2.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFCSR</td>
<td>3.615</td>
<td>36.968</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>1.464</td>
<td>3.010</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>1.215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US3RN</td>
<td>3.169</td>
<td>38.113</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td>1.351</td>
<td>2.646</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>1.924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRTV</td>
<td>3.870</td>
<td>36.377</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>1.920</td>
<td>3.185</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>2.645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OURS</td>
<td>3.052</td>
<td>38.441</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>1.428</td>
<td>2.536</td>
<td>0.981</td>
<td>1.878</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
<th>SSIM</th>
<th>SAM</th>
<th>ERGAS</th>
<th>UIQI</th>
<th>DD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bicubic</td>
<td>8.608</td>
<td>29.433</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td>2.611</td>
<td>3.544</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>5.855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRCNN</td>
<td>8.278</td>
<td>29.772</td>
<td>0.776</td>
<td>2.560</td>
<td>3.413</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>5.599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDSR</td>
<td>7.714</td>
<td>30.385</td>
<td>0.806</td>
<td>2.475</td>
<td>3.185</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>5.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwinIR</td>
<td>7.461</td>
<td>30.674</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>2.048</td>
<td>3.082</td>
<td>0.871</td>
<td>4.869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DFCNN</td>
<td>8.092</td>
<td>29.970</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td>2.516</td>
<td>3.339</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>4.415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECSR</td>
<td>7.658</td>
<td>30.448</td>
<td>0.810</td>
<td>2.419</td>
<td>3.166</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>4.865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSISR</td>
<td>7.588</td>
<td>30.529</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td>2.527</td>
<td>3.134</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>4.776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFCSR</td>
<td>7.223</td>
<td>30.956</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>2.433</td>
<td>2.996</td>
<td>0.878</td>
<td>4.482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US3RN</td>
<td>8.515</td>
<td>30.715</td>
<td>0.821</td>
<td>2.499</td>
<td>3.077</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td>4.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRTV</td>
<td>7.798</td>
<td>30.291</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td>3.615</td>
<td>3.185</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td>5.276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OURS</td>
<td>6.740</td>
<td>31.557</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>2.397</td>
<td>2.793</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>4.206</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. The first two lines are the reconstructed images and corresponding error images of the test image 'chart and stuffed toy' in CAVE for the case factor = 2, and the last two lines are the reconstructed images and corresponding error images of the test image 'clay' in CAVE for the case factor = 4, respectively. (a) LR-HS image; (b) SRCNN; (c) 3DFCNN; (d) EDSR; (e) MCNet; (f) ECSR; (g) SFCSR; (h) SwinIR; (i) SSPSR; (j) US3RN; (k) OURS; (l) Origin

Fig. 3. The spectral curves at two pixels in the reconstructed image of the test image 'chart and stuffed toy' for the case factor = 2 and test image 'clay' for the case factor = 4 in CAVE data set. The top line is the location of the pixel in the image, and the bottom line is the corresponding spectral curves.
and so on.

such as video super-resolution, snapshot compressive imaging, general framework and thus expanded to other related tasks, On the other hand, the proposed model can be treated as a nonlinearity into our model to further improve its performance. Other operations. And it could be valuable to incorporate the relations are always non-linear due to intensity alignment and high resolution HS image pairs, while in real cases such uses linear mappings to model the relations between the low and high resolution image pairs, while in real cases such relations are always non-linear due to intensity alignment and other operations. And it could be valuable to incorporate the nonlinearity into our model to further improve its performance. On the other hand, the proposed model can be treated as a general framework and thus expanded to other related tasks, such as video super-resolution, snapshot compressive imaging, and so on.

Fig. 4. The first two lines are the reconstructed images and corresponding error images of the test image ‘img9’ in Harvard for the case factor = 2, and the last two lines are the reconstructed images and corresponding error images of the test image ‘imgc4’ in Harvard for the case factor = 4, respectively. (a) LR-HS image; (b) SRCNN; (c) 3DFCNN; (d) EDSR; (e) MCR; (f) ERCR; (g) SFCR; (h) SFinR; (i) SSPR; (j) U5SR; (k) Our Method; (l) Ground truth; (m) Color map of the reconstructed images; (n) Color map of the error images.

Fig. 5. The spectral curves at two pixels in the reconstructed image of the test image ‘img9’ for the case factor = 2 and test image ‘imgc4’ for the case factor = 4 in Harvard data set. The top line is the location of the pixel in the image, and the bottom line is the corresponding spectral curves.

reconstruction errors and better visual quality than several state-of-the-art HS image super-resolution methods.

It should be finally pointed out that two interesting directions need to be further investigated in the future. On one hand, as most of the previous methods, the proposed model uses linear mappings to model the relations between the low and high resolution HS image pairs, while in real cases such relations are always non-linear due to intensity alignment and other operations. And it could be valuable to incorporate the nonlinearity into our model to further improve its performance. On the other hand, the proposed model can be treated as a general framework and thus expanded to other related tasks, such as video super-resolution, snapshot compressive imaging, and so on.
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